
Parent note: This is where you will check in your child, update health history information, or update 
any changes to your family file (i.e. address, insurance, etc).

Say Hi! at Check-In Desk



LISTEN for your name and play a GAME!

Parent note: Your child may play a game in our waiting room until an assistant 
calls his or her name at their special appointment time.



Pick a NEW toothbrush!

Parent note: Now your child will have a chance to pick a new toothbrush to take home with 
them. Encourage them to choose their FAVORITE color! We have plenty to choose from.



Take pictures of your teeth!

Parent note: Taking X-rays on your child is a very important part of his or her visit. Our 
assistants have the utmost patience and plan to make this step as easy as possible. 

Radiation concerns are normal to have. Don’t worry, our assistants are prepared to answer 
any and all questions! *Radiation comparison chart available upon request*



Lay back in the chair

Parent note: Laying back in the chair ensures the best cleaning your child can 
receive. Our hygienists are prepared to accommodate any needs your child may 

have. No need to worry if your child is too nervous or unable to lay back right 
now, everyone is different! We will do our absolute best to make your child feel 

excited and happy about their visit with us today.



Time to Clean your teeth!

Parent note: You will accompany your child to their own private room for his or her cleaning. 
We understand that some loud noises and sounds may upset your child, so we have provided 

a safe and secure environment for them to ensure a stress-free visit with us. Netflix and 
headphones are available if your child would enjoy watching TV while we clean their teeth!



Look at the special tools they will use!



Count your teeth with the Doctor!

Parent note: For this step, Dr. Rubin will look at your child’s x-rays, if any, and complete a full mouth exam to 
make sure there are no cavities or areas of concern. If brushing is difficult at home, Dr. Rubin can also give 

you some great tips on how to make brushing easier (and more fun!) for your child. 



Paint on tooth vitamins

Parent note: Fluoride, better known as “tooth vitamins” in our office, is 
essential in fighting against cavities! We use a varnish rather than a gel, and 

apply it to your child’s teeth using a small brush. Unlike gel fluoride, our varnish 
allows your child to eat or drink immediately after their appointment. 

(The varnish may feel sticky or wax-like after being applied.)



Pick up your gold coin and say Goodbye!”

Parent note: At the end of your child’s appointment, your assistant will accompany you to our check-
out window. There, you may schedule your child’s next cleaning, or any other appointment that they 

may need. Don’t forget to grab their special gold coin for the prize machine!



Choose your special prize!

Parent note: Your child did great and we want them to know it. Help them pick 
out a special prize for a job well done! 

See you next time!


